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We investigate the microscopic origin of water’s anomalies by inspecting the hydrogen bond
network (HBN) and the spatial organization of low-density-liquid (LDL) like and high-
density-liquid (HDL) like environments. Specifically, we simulate –via classical molecular
dynamics simulations– the isobaric cooling of a sample composed by 512 water molecules
from ambient to deeply undercooled conditions at three pressures, namely 1 bar, 400 bar
and 1000 bar. In correspondence with the Widom line, (i) the HDL-like dominating clus-
ter undergoes fragmentation caused by the percolation of LDL-like aggregates following a
spinodal-like kinetics; (ii) such fragmentation always occurs at a ”critical” concentration of
∼ 20 − 30% in LDL; (iii) the HBN within LDL-like environments is characterized by an
equal number of pentagonal and hexagonal rings that create a state of maximal frustration
between a configuration that promotes crystallization (hexagonal ring) and a configuration
that hinders it (pentagonal ring); (iv) the spatial organization of HDL-like environments
shows a marked variation. Moreover, the inspection of the global symmetry shows that the
intermediate-range order decreases in correspondence with the Widom line, and such decrease
become more pronounced upon increasing the pressure, hence supporting the hypothesis of a
liquid-liquid critical point. Our results reveal and rationalize the complex microscopic origin
of water’s anomalies as the cooperative effect of several factors acting synergistically. Beyond
implications for water, our findings may be extended to other materials displaying anomalous
behaviours.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In 1933, Bernal and Fowler provided the first micro-
scopic description of the structure of liquid water and
identified the presence of an underlying hydrogen-bond
network (HBN) connecting neighbouring molecules in a
tetrahedral-like configuration1. In order to account for
the observed changes of water upon cooling, Bernal and
Fowler suggested that water is characterized by a contin-
uous transformation of the HBN from a denser quartz-
like structure four-fold coordinated, to a less denser
tridymite structure four-fold coordinated also, where the
tridymite structure is the structure of hexagonal ice (Ih).
Only a few years later, in 1939, Pauling recognized that
the HBN is a characteristic that differentiate water from
simpler liquids2, a notion that is nowadays widely ac-
cepted. In 1951, People further developed the concept
of HBN framing it in a random network picture, show-
ing that the HBN can accommodate arrangements in
which molecules in the second or third shells of neigh-
bours can collapse towards the first coordination shell
of a central molecule3. To further enrich this emerging
complex picture, in 1976, Speedy and Angell observed
that, at variance with other liquids, the isothermal com-
pressibility of supercooled water increases upon cooling,
suggesting the presence of a thermodynamic singularity
at -45◦C4. This hypothesis was further supported by
the evidence that other thermodynamic response func-
tions also tend to diverge upon supercooling. In 1992,
based on the results of classical molecular dynamics simu-
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lations, Poole et al hypothesized that a liquid-liquid crit-
ical point (LLCP) located at deeply undercooled condi-
tions and low/intermediate pressures could be the source
of the observed thermodynamic anomalies5–7. In corre-
spondence with the LLCP, two liquids (an high-density
liquid –HDL– and a low-density liquid –LDL–) are in
metastable equilibrium with each other. The existence of
the LLCP has been proven via numerical simulations for
a molecular model of water8, and several other computa-
tional5–7,9–23 and experimental24–36 investigations point
toward the same confirmation. A remarkable evidence in
favour of the LLCP is the polyamorphic character that
water acquires at low temperatures and low/intermediate
pressures. Two amorphous states (a low-density amor-
phous –LDA– ice, and an high-density amorphous –
HDA– ice) are separated by a first-order phase bound-
ary24,37–42 and correspond to the glassy state of LDL and
HDL. A very high-density amorphous state has also been
hypothesized43. Signatures of LDA and HDA have been
found in the inherent potential energy surface (IPES, a
collection of local potential energy minima resulting from
systematic quenches along a liquid trajectory allowing
to separate packing from thermal motion effects44,45) of
ab initio liquid water at ambient conditions, where the
LDA-like and the HDA-like environments are character-
ized by having distinct HBNs46. The distinct HBNs in
the IPES of ab initio liquid water indicate that there
is an energy barrier associated with the different HBNs,
and this barrier could be large enough at low tempera-
tures and pressures to account for the first-order nature
of the LDA-HDA phase boundary. Two distinct local
structures have also been observed experimentally in liq-
uid water from ambient to supercooled conditions, and
interpreted as LDL-like and HDL-like environments47 as
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2FIG. 1. Temperature dependent isobaric heat capacity (a)
and isothermal compressibility (b) at 1 bar, 400 bar and 1000
bar.
well as under pressure48. Water can then be regarded
as a dynamical mixture of two different local struc-
tures –or two states– whose fraction changes with the
thermodynamic conditions, accounting for the thermo-
dynamic anomalies17,22,49–54. Evidence supporting the
existence of two states in liquid water has been found
by Raman spectroscopy55–57, femtosecond mid-IR pump-
probe spectroscopy58, time-resolved optical Kerr effect
spectroscopy47, X-ray absorption33 and emission spec-
troscopies59.
Within the LLCP scenario, a line of maxima of the
correlation length emanates from the LLCP, at which
the correlation lengths diverge. This line, known as the
Widom line (WL), is the locus of maxima of the thermo-
dynamic response functions, and where a strong to fragile
crossover occurs9,60–71, suggesting that thermodynamic
anomalies are intimately linked with dynamic anomalies.
In this work, we define TWL the temperature range in
which, at a given pressure, the isobaric heat capacity CP
and the isothermal compressibility κT show a maximum.
In fig. 1 we report CP (panel (a)) and κT (panel (b))
for the three pressures here investigated. We can observe
that TWL is ∼ 220−230K for 1 bar, ∼ 210−220K for 400
bar and ∼ 200 − 205 for 1000 bar. In water, the WL is
negatively sloped, so the Clapeyron equation implies that
the high-temperature phase is HDL dominated, and the
low-temperature phase is LDL dominated. Recently, Shi
et al provided a microscopic basis for a two-state descrip-
tion of water, and proposed that the emergent fragile-to
strong transition is actually a crossover between two Ar-
rhenius regimes with different activation energies, bring-
ing into question the glass-transition scenario72,73.
The outstanding importance of water anomalies is nowa-
days recognized to play a central role in processes in sev-
eral fields, from physics and chemistry, to biology, ma-
terial science, geology and climate modeling25,74–76. For
this reason, a lot of effort has been devoted to rational-
izing water’s anomalous behaviours, but a coherent and
simple picture has yet to be found.
In this article, we have performed equilibrium classi-
cal molecular dynamics (MD) simulations crossing the
WL at three pressures, namely 1 bar, 400 bar and 1000
bar. Therefore, we concern ourselves only with the lines
of maxima determined along isobars for the remainder
of the current work77. We have observed an hitherto
unknown intimate connection between the percentage of
LDL-like molecules and their HBN, and between HDL-
like molecules and their spatial organization occurring in
correspondence with the WL. Our results indicate that
water’s anomalies occur under specific conditions of com-
position and connectivity, and enlighten the role of the
underlying HBN. Therefore, our results elucidate the ba-
sic microscopic physical picture hidden behind water’s
anomalies, and may represent a generic feature of anoma-
lous liquids at large.
The article is organized as follows: in Section II we
describes the molecular dynamics set up and two order
parameters adopted in the present work. In Section III
we present our results, while final remarks are reported
in Section IV.
II. SIMULATION DETAILS
In this Section we describe the protocol we have im-
plemented in our simulations and the two order param-
eters we have employed to investigate the temperature-
dependence of the global order while crossing the WL
and to distinguish local environments.
A. Classical molecular dynamics simulations
We have performed classical MD simulations of a
sample of 512 water molecules interacting with the
TIP4P/2005 potential78 in the NPT ensemble. We have
employed Nose´-Hoover thermostat79,80 with 0.2 ps re-
laxation time to maintain constant temperature, and
Parrinello-Rahman barostat81 with 2 ps relaxation time
to maintain constant pressure. We have explored three
pressures, namely 1 bar, 400 bar and 1000 bar, and iso-
barically scanned temperatures from 300 K down to 205-
190 K depending on the pressure. We have performed
simulations with the GROMACS 5.0.1 package82. We
have truncated short-range interactions at 9.5 A˚, and we
have computed long range electrostatic terms using par-
ticle mesh Ewald with a grid spacing of 1.2 A˚. At each
state point, we have computed and carefully monitored
3the decay of the self-part of the intermediate scattering
function (ISF) with time83. All reported trajectories are
at least 500 times longer that the structural relaxation
time as computed from the ISF. Depending on the ther-
modynamic conditions, production runs vary between 50
ns and 12 µs. No sign of crystallization have been ob-
served.
B. The order parameters
In this section we describe the two order parameters
employed in this work.
1. The score function
The local environment of an atomic site j in a snap-
shot of a molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo simulation
defines a local pattern formed by M neighboring sites.
Typically these include the first and/or the second neigh-
bors of the site j. There are N local patterns, one for
each atomic site j in the system. The local reference
structure is the set of the same M neighboring sites in
an ideal lattice of choice, the spatial scale of which is
fixed by setting its nearest neighbor distance equal to d,
the average equilibrium value in the system of interest.
For a given orientation of the reference structure and a
given permutation P of the pattern indices, we define the
LOM S(j) as the maximum overlap between pattern and
reference structure in the j neighborhood by:
S(j) = max
θ,φ,ψ;P

M∏
i=1
exp
−
∣∣∣PjiP −AjRji ∣∣∣2
2σ2M

 (1)
Where θ, φ and ψ are Euler angles, PjiP and R
j
i are the
pattern and the reference position vectors in the labo-
ratory frame of the M neighbors of site j, respectively,
and Aj is an arbitrary rotation matrix about the pattern
centroid. The parameter σ controls the spread of the
Gaussian functions (σ = d/4 in this work, where d is the
characteristic length of the local pattern). The LOM sat-
isfies the inequalities 0 . S(j) ≤ 1. The two limits cor-
respond, respectively, to a local pattern with randomly
distributed points (S(j) → 0) and to an ordered local
pattern matching perfectly the reference (S(j)→ 1). We
also define a global order parameters based on S(j), as
the average score function S:
S =
1
N
N∑
j=1
S(j) (2)
We have recently employed the LOM and the score func-
tion to enlighten structural properties of water and its
homogeneous crystallization at various conditions42,84–86,
and -as a collective variable- to drive the formation of
boron-nitride nanotubes87. The details of the numerical
algorithm can be found in Ref84.
In this work, we have employed eq. 2 to measure the
global symmetry of our samples upon isobarically cool-
ing and crossing the Widom line at the three pressures
here investigated.
2. The local structure index
We order the set of radial oxygen-oxygen distances
rj corresponding to the N neighbouring molecules that
are within a cut-off distance of 3.7 A˚from the reference
molecule as follows: r1 < r2 < ... < rj < rj+1... < rN <
3.7 < rN+1. The local structure index (LSI) value I is
then defined as the inhomogeneity in this distribution of
radial distances, i.e.,
I(i) =
1
n(i)
n(i)∑
j=1
[
∆(j; i)− ∆¯(i)]2 (3)
where ∆(j; i) = rj+1 − rj and ∆¯(i) is the average over
all neighbours j of a molecule i within a given cutoff.
Hence, I provides a convenient quantitative measure of
the fluctuations in the distance distribution surrounding
a given water molecule within a sphere defined by a ra-
dius of ∼ 3.7 A˚88,89. In doing so, the index I measures
the extent to which a given water molecule is surrounded
by well-defined first and second coordination shells.
In this work, we employ the LSI to characterize local
environments in our samples as a function of the temper-
ature and of the pressure.
III. RESULTS
In this section we present and discuss the main results
of our work. Computational and experimental studies on
the structural changes of liquid water have shown that
the short range order (SRO) is only marginally affected
by the change in pressure and temperature90–98. Rather,
relevant effects occur beyond the SRO, at the level of the
intermediate range order (IRO)84. In particular, in 2000,
Soper and Ricci showed that part of the second shell col-
lapses towards the first shell increasing the local density
and pointing out the importance of the second shell90.
The role of the second shell has consequently been en-
lightened via several local descriptors such as, e.g., the
distance of the fifth neighbour g5
99, the LOM described
in eq. 184, and the LSI88,89 that measures the degree
of inhomogeneity between the first and the second shell.
Wiktfeldt et al showed that, at the level of the IPES,
the LSI distribution in liquid water has a bimodal distri-
bution that, in correspondence with the WL, gives a 1:1
ratio between HDL-like and LDL-like environments100.
It is worthy to remark that, with respect to Wiktfeldt et
al, this work inspects the behaviour of water in the pres-
ence of thermal noise. Consequently, Russo and Tanaka
recognized the existence of locally favoured structures by
measuring the degree of translational order on the second
shell, enlightening their role in the anomalies of water51.
4A. Structural order
1. Global order from the score function
In this paragraph, we inspect the local order of liq-
uid water by separating the contribution of the first shell
from the contribution of the second shell employing the
score function described above. In Fig. 2 (a) we report
SSRO, the score function (eq. 2) for the SRO measured
using, as a reference, a perfect tetrahedron. As expected,
for a given temperature the SSRO decreases upon increas-
ing the pressure, while it increases upon fixing the pres-
sure and isobarically cooling. The increment of the SSRO
upon isobarically cooling the sample is an effect caused
by the reduction of the thermal energy, as also measured
by the increase of the intensity of the first peak in the
oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function.
In Fig. 2 (b) we report SIRO, the score function (eq. 2)
for the IRO computed using, as a reference, the antic-
uboctahedron that describes the spatial configuration of
the oxygen atoms at the level of the second shell in Ih.
With respect to SSRO, the SIRO decreases upon increas-
ing the pressure at a given temperature. Since in our
maximization algorithm we let the reference structure
to rescale its dimensions with respect to the local pat-
tern84, the increase of SIRO upon increasing the pressure
indicates that the second shell tends to increase the lo-
cal packing42. Remarkably, upon cooling isobarically our
samples, the SIRO shows a minimum in correspondence
with the location of the WL. We have fitted the loci of
each minimum along with the two closest state points on
the left and on the right, with a quadratic function at all
pressures (dashed lines in fig. 2 (b)). Notably, the ampli-
tude of the quadratic function shrinks from ∼ 8×10−6 at
1 bar, to ∼ 10−5 at 400 bar and ∼ 2× 10−3 at 1000 bar.
The minima in SIRO is indicative of the decrease in the lo-
cal order caused by the density fluctuations that become
more pronounced approaching the hypothesized LLCP10.
Therefore, the shrinkage of the amplitude supports the
LLCP scenario for this water model and confirm that
the thermodynamic and dynamic water anomalies have
a structural counterpart.
2. High-density and low-density environments from the
local structure index
In order to enlighten the role played by local envi-
ronments in the emergence of the anomalies of water,
we have characterized LDL-like and HDL-like molecules
based on the corresponding value of the LSI. As reported
by Wikfeldt et al100 and Appignanesi et al101,102, the LSI
distribution in the IPES is a bimodal function with an
isosbestic point Iis mostly unaffected by the thermody-
namic conditions and located at Iis ∼ 0.13 A˚2. Thus,
it provides a well defined criteria to distinguish LDL-like
and HDL-like environments at supercooled conditions, as
recently shown by Shi and Tanaka103. In this work, since
water’s anomalies occur in the presence of thermal en-
ergy, we have borrowed the Iis from the IPES to define
LDL-like and HDL-like environments at the level of the
FIG. 2. (a) Short range order using, as a reference, a perfect
tetrahedron, for the cooling at 1 bar (black circles), at 400
bar (red squares) and at 1000 bar (green diamonds), respec-
tively. (b) Intermediate range order using, as a reference, the
anticuboctahedron. Dashed lines correspond to the quadratic
fittings.
FIG. 3. PLSI distributions computed at different tempera-
tures and pressures: (a) for the case of 1 bar, (b) for the case
of 400 bar and (c) for the case of 1000 bar.
dynamical trajectories, i.e., in the presence of thermal en-
ergy104. The advantages of investigating local structures
in the presence of thermal energy have been also recently
enlightened by Russo and Tanaka51 and by Saito et al105.
In fig. 3 we report the probability density distribution
of the LSI order parameter (P (I)) and we begin our dis-
cussion by analyzing how P (I) depends on the thermody-
namic conditions. Panel (a) reports P (I) computed at 1
bar in the temperature range 205 ≤ T ≤ 235K, panel (b)
at 400 bar and in the temperature range 195 ≤ T ≤ 230K
and panel (c) at 1000 bar and in the temperature range
190 ≤ T ≤ 230K. The bimodal character of P (I) become
more pronounced upon cooling the samples. This finding
is indicative of the fact that, at high temperatures, the
majority of the molecules are situated in HDL-like locally
disordered environments. Upon cooling isobarically, we
observe a systematic decrease in the relative population
of water molecules with lower LSI values (i.e., molecules
in locally disordered environments) coupled with an in-
crease in the relative population of water molecules with
5FIG. 4. Percentage of HDL-like and of LDL-like molecules
computed from the LSI (see main text for the definition) for
the cooling at 1 bar (black circles), at 400 bar (red squares)
and at 1000 bar (green diamonds), respectively. Filled sym-
bols represent the state points at the corresponding Widom
lines. The colored stripe emphasize the critical concentration.
Three representative snapshots describe local environments
at 400 bar and 230K, 215K and 195K. Red spheres represent
HDL-like environments, while blue spheres represent LDL-like
environments.
higher LSI values (i.e., molecules in locally ordered envi-
ronments). In the remainder of this work we will focus
only on the aforementioned temperature intervals.
In fig. 4 we report the percentage of LDL-like molecules
and of HDL-like molecules as a function of the tem-
perature for the three pressures here investigated. As
expected, the percentage of LDL-like environments in-
creases upon cooling the samples at all pressures, indicat-
ing that the space between the first and the second shell
of neighbours become less and less populated and the
local environments progressively more tetrahedral, as a
result of the reduction of thermal energy. This trend can
also be visualized graphically by observing the three rep-
resentative snapshots respectively obtained at 230, 215
and 195 K and at 400 bar (similar pictures hold for the
other pressures inspected in this work). Red spheres rep-
resent HDL-like molecules, while blue spheres represent
LDL-like molecules. Remarkably, in correspondence with
the WL (filled simbols), the composition of the sample
relative to LDL acquire the same value in the range of
∼ 20− 30% for all pressures (colored stripe). Since this
behaviour occur at the same concentrations of LDL-like
particles at all pressures, we infer that this concentra-
tion represents a kind of ”critical mass” needed to sus-
tain changes in the dynamical and thermodynamic be-
haviour. We therefore infer that this relatively narrow
range of composition could be a key ingredient for a sys-
tem like water to display anomalous behaviours, and a
common feature for other liquids also displaying anoma-
lous behaviours. We will provide further proofs of the
”criticality” of such concentration in the remainder of
the article.
FIG. 5. (a) Number of LDL-like clusters. (b) Size of the
largest LDL-like cluster
B. Clustering of LDL-like and of HDL-like environments
In order to delve deeper into the role of LDL-like and
HDL-like environments in the emergence of the anomalies
of water, we have inspected the tendency of LDL-like and
of HDL-like environments to aggregate and form clusters.
We here define a cluster an aggregate of at least two water
molecules belonging to the same class -LDL or HDL- as
measured by the LSI, and separated by an oxygen-oxygen
distance shorter than 3.3 A˚.
The number of LDL-like clusters is reported in fig. 5 (a)
and shows a non monotonic behaviour with maxima at
temperatures slightly higher than the WL and a decreas-
ing trend starting, upon cooling, in correspondence with
the TWL. This observation indicates that, in correspon-
dence with the TWL, the LDL-like clusters start form-
ing an extended network further expanding upon cool-
ing. As a confirmation, in fig. 5 (b) we report the size
of the largest LDL-like cluster. We can observe that the
pace of growth of the largest cluster shows two distinct
regimes: a slow growth at temperatures above TWL, ad a
faster growth starting in correspondence with TWL upon
cooling the sample. This trend is indicative of the fact
that smaller clusters are absorbed into the largest ex-
panding cluster. At high temperatures, the low number
of LDL-like clusters (fig. 5 (a)) and the low percentage
of LDL-like molecules (fig. 4) indicate that the sample
is composed by many LDL-like small, scattered clusters.
On the other hand, in correspondence with the WL, the
percentage of LDL-like molecules reaches the critical con-
centration of ∼ 20−30%, high enough for LDL-like clus-
ters to percolate and form a large aggregate, further prov-
ing that this amount of LDL-like molecules represent a
critical concentration.
In fig. 6 (a) we report the number of HDL-like clusters,
while in fig. 6 (b) we report the size of the largest HDL-
like cluster. At temperatures above the TWL, the system
is composed by one large HDL-like aggregate spanning
the entire simulation box and enclosing smaller LDL-
like clusters. Upon cooling, the largest HDL-like cluster
gets continuously depleted (panel (b)) at the expenses of
LDL-like environments (fig. 4). Remarkably, the largest
6FIG. 6. (a) Number of HDL-like clusters. (b) Size of the
largest HDL-like cluster
HDL-like cluster gets scattered into 2-3 smaller clusters
in correspondence with the TWL (panel (a)), confirming
that LDL-like clusters percolate inside the HDL-like large
cluster, fragmenting it into smaller domains. Therefore,
the term ”critical” referred to the ∼ 20− 30% amount of
LDL-like molecules marks the limiting value of LDL-like
environments at which these molecules form an aggre-
gate large enough to percolate within the HDL-like net-
work and to split it. Upon further cooling isobarically
the samples, the number of HDL-like clusters increases
(panel (a)) while the dimension of the HDL-like cluster
keep decreasing (panel (b)), indicating that the LDL-like
network is now further percolating inside the HDL-like
network, creating several HDL-like patches.
In summary, by inspecting the evolution of LDL-like and
of HDL-like clusters as a function of the temperature and
of the pressure, we observe that the system is composed
by a large HDL-like cluster at temperatures above TWL.
Upon cooling, the percentage of LDL-like molecules in-
creases and, in correspondence with TWL, it reaches a
”critical” concentration of ∼ 20 − 30% that allows the
LDL-like clusters to connect each other, percolating and
fragmenting the large HDL-like cluster. Upon further
cooling isobarically the sample, the LDL-like network
keep expanding generating a fast-growing large LDL-like
cluster. This picture is consistent with a spinodal-like
decomposition, in which phase separation occur in cor-
respondence with TWL. We have recently observed a
similar behaviour during the simulated isothermal com-
pression of LDA to produce HDA via a mild first-order
phase transition42.
In fig. 7 we report a two-dimensional 4 A˚-thick slice
of our sample at 400 bar and at three temperatures:
T=230K –(a)–, T∼TWL=215K –(b)– and T=195K –
(c)–. Blue spheres represent LDL-like environments,
while red spheres represent HDL-like environments. At
T=230K, the sample is permeated by the large HDL-like
cluster and its underlying HBN (red sticks), embracing
LDL-like molecules and clusters. Upon cooling the sam-
ple to T∼TWL=215K, the main HDL-like network no
longer span the entire simulation box; rather, it is now
fragmented and alternated with the likewise fragmented
FIG. 7. Two dimensional slices of the LDL-like network
(blue, open spheres) and of the HDL-like network (red, filled
spheres) at 400 bar and three temperatures: T=230K (a),
T=215K (b) and T=195K (c).
LDL-like network (blue sticks). Finally, at T=195K we
can observe that the HDL-like and the LDL-like networks
are now almost independent and separated. The forma-
tion of two almost independent networks at low tempera-
tures, allows us to speculate that the tendency of the sys-
tem is to effectively unmix and separate the two HBNs,
a mechanism that occur in its entirety in correspondence
with the LLCP. Moreover, since local environments char-
acterized by different structural properties diffuse with
different velocities106,107, the drastic changes in terms
of composition, clustering and cluster growth occurring
in correspondence with TWL may explain the fragile-to-
strong crossover occurring in correspondence with the
TWL.
C. Radial distribution functions and the hydrogen bond
network
In the previous paragraph we have observed that the
clustering of HDL-like and LDL-like networks plays a
fundamental role in the anomalies of water in correspon-
dence with the WL. We now investigate the details of the
spatial organization and of the HBN for both LDL-like
and HDL-like environments. The definition of HB follows
Ref.108. In this regard, any quantitative measure of HBs
in liquid water is somewhat ambiguous, since the notion
of a HB itself is not uniquely defined. However, qualita-
tive agreement between many proposed definitions have
been deemed satisfactory over a wide range of thermo-
dynamic conditions73,109.
We have inspected the spatial correlation via the two-
body radial distribution functions (RDFs) computed
among the LDL-like and the HDL-like water molecules
only, and we have inspected the topology of the HBN us-
ing the ring statistics analysis, a tool which has been in-
strumental in theoretically characterizing the amorphous
states LDA and HDA110,111, and the HBN in the IPES
of ab initio liquid water at ambient conditions46.
In fig. 8 we report gll(r), the RDFs computed among
LDL-like oxygens only at 1 bar, in the temperature range
205 . T . 235K. Similar distributions characterize
higher pressures. We can observe that the first and the
second peak are very well separated, indicating that the
space between the first and the second shells is mostly
empty, hence reflecting the high tetrahedrality of LDL-
7FIG. 8. Radial distribution function computed between
LDL-like oxygens at 1 bar in the temperature range 205 .
T . 235K.
like environments. Overall, the RDFs are qualitatively
similar to the experimental RDF for LDA obtained us-
ing the empirical potential structure refinement of neu-
tron diffraction data reported in Ref.112.
We now inspect the topology of the HBN connecting
LDL-like molecules. In fig. 9 we report P(n), the normal-
ized probability of having an n-folded ring, n∈ [3, 10], for
LDL-like environments only. Panel (a) shows the distri-
butions at all temperatures at 1 bar, panel (b) the dis-
tributions at 400 bar and panel (c) the distributions at
1000 bar. Interestingly, at high temperatures LDL-like
molecules are mostly connected via pentagonal rings and
the P(n)’s show a maximum in correspondence with n5.
We have encountered a similar distribution in the IPES
of ab initio liquid water at ambient conditions46 and we
have concluded that such distribution, that describes a
network deviating from the hexagonal one characteris-
tic of the amorphous state LDA, is an artifact due to
the quenching at the level of the IPES. On the other
hand, our results here indicate that a distribution max-
imized at n5 is a genuine effect, and we provide here a
justification supporting this evidence: at high temper-
atures, LDL-like environments are low in number and
they tend to form small clusters rather than arranging
in open wires. Therefore, the pentagon is the spatial
arrangement with hydrogen bond distances and angu-
lar strains the closest to the hexagonal geometry. Hence,
the pentagon represents the most energetically favourable
configuration at high temperatures. Upon cooling isobar-
ically the samples, P(n) shifts from a distribution maxi-
mized at n5 to a distribution maximized at n6. This ob-
servation indicates that LDL-like environments can de-
velop the expected hexagonal network characteristic of
the amorphous state LDA only when their number over-
come the critical concentration of ∼ 20 − 30%. This
observation further stresses the importance of such criti-
cal concentration. It is worthy to remark that, although
the gll(r) shown in fig. 8 are mostly independent with re-
spect to the thermodynamic conditions and resemble –at
least qualitatively– the experimental RDF of LDA, the
underlying HBNs are drastically different not only with
FIG. 9. Probability distributions of the hydrogen-bonded
n-folded rings, P(n), for LDL-like molecules, at 1 bar (a), 400
bar (b) and 1000 bar (c). All P(n) have been normalized to
unity and therefore do not reflect the total number of rings of
a given size.
respect to LDA, but also upon minor changes in the tem-
perature in the liquid phase. It has been recently shown
that, upon rapid quenching equilibrated liquid water at
different conditions, one obtains LDAs that are indistin-
guishable in terms of RDFs, but that are characterized by
different potential energy landscapes (PELs)113,114. Our
results suggest that the different underlying HBNs within
LDL-like environments in the equilibrated liquid phases
may represent the source of the different PELs in the
amorphous states. Remarkably, in correspondence with
the WL, P(n) for the three pressures here investigated
show an inflection point at which n5=n6. This inflection
point represents a state of maximal frustration in a sys-
tem composed by an equal number of hexagonal rings,
known to be the precursor of crystallization, and pen-
tagonal rings, known to frustrate against crystallization.
Therefore, we infer that the inflection point at which
n5=n6 in the LDL-like HBN represents another key fea-
ture, essential for the bulk system to display anomalous
behaviours, and may be a general feature of liquids en-
dowed with a LLCP displaying anomalous behaviours.
The inflection point is emphasized by the orange line in
fig. 10, where we report the ratio between the number
of hexagonal and pentagonal rings for the three pres-
sures here examined in the temperature range 190 . T .
240K. It is possible to observe that the inflection point
occurs in correspondence with the TWL (filled symbols)
at all pressures.
We now focus our attention on the HDL-like envi-
ronments. At variance with the LDL-like environments,
the ghh(r) show a marked temperature dependence that
propagates beyond the SRO (fig. 11). In fig. 11 we report
the RDFs computed among HDL-like oxygens only at 1
bar, in the temperature range 205 . T . 235K. Similar
distributions characterize higher pressures. Upon cool-
ing the sample, we observe an increase in the intensity of
the first peak accompanied with a deepening of the first
minimum located at ∼ 3.2 A˚. Moving beyond the SRO,
we observe a marked peak at ∼ 3.7 A˚, whose intensity
increases on cooling and whose position is mostly inde-
8FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the ratio between
hexagonal (n6) and pentagonal (n5) rings for the three pres-
sures inspected in this work. The colored line emphasizes
the inflection point and filled symbols mark the values at the
corresponding TWL.
pendent on the temperature. On the other hand, the con-
sequent minimum only slightly decreases on cooling, but
its position shifts from ∼ 3.8 A˚at T = 235K to ∼ 3.9 A˚at
T = 205K. This peak accounts for the presence of inter-
stitial molecules that populate the space between the first
and the second shell of neighbours, and becomes more
pronounced upon cooling, suggesting that the interstitial
configuration become favourable upon reduction of the
thermal energy. Interestingly, the intensity of this inter-
stitial peak is comparable with the intensity of the main
second peak at the lowest temperatures. The main sec-
ond peak also shows a marked temperature dependence,
becoming more pronounced upon cooling. The ghh(r)
become indistinguishable at radial distances of r > 6 A˚,
confirming that the HDL-like environments play and ac-
tive role in the appearance of water anomalies.
In order to investigate in deeper detail the role of HDL-
like environments, we have focused our attention on the
interstitial molecules. While an inspection of the HBN
suggests that the interstitial molecules are bonded to the
central molecules at all thermodynamic conditions115, we
can acquire interesting information by computing the ra-
tio, as a function of the temperature, between the inten-
sity of the maximum of the interstitial peak (maxint) and
the corresponding minimum (minint). In fig. 12 we report
the ratio maxint/minint computed at the three pressures
and in the temperature range 190 . T . 235K. It is
possible to recognize a change in slope in maxint/minint
for all pressures as a function of the temperature. This
change in slope is emphasized with dashed lines that
serve as a visual guide. Remarkably, the change in
slope occurs for all pressures in correspondence with the
TWL, suggesting that the spatial organization of HDL-
like molecules plays an active role in water’s anomalies.
It is worthy to emphasize here that our analysis are lim-
ited by the relatively small samples, and by the small
number of HDL-like molecules located at the interstitial
configuration. Further inspections with larger statistics
may help in better quantifying and framing the -hitherto
FIG. 11. Radial distribution functions computed between
HDL-like oxygens at 1 bar in the temperature range 205 .
T . 235K.
FIG. 12. Ratio between maxint and minint as a function of the
temperature for the three pressures here inspected. Dashed
lines serve as guide to the eyes.
unknown- role of interstitial molecules in the anomalies
of water.
In fig. 13 we report P(n), the normalized probability
of having an n-folded ring connecting HDL-like environ-
ments only via their HBN. Panel (a) shows the temper-
ature dependent distributions at 1 bar, panel (b) at 400
bar and panel (c) at 1000 bar. At variance with the LDL-
like network, the P(n) for the HDL-like network does not
show any interesting feature in correspondence with the
WL. At T>TWL, the distributions show a maximum at
n6 and are broad, indicating the existence of longer rings
to accommodate the higher density. Upon cooling the
samples, the corresponding P(n) show a decrease in the
number of longer rings and a corresponding increase in
n5, reflecting the decrease in the thermal energy and the
progressive fragmentation of the large HDL-like cluster
into smaller domains.
9FIG. 13. Probability distributions of the hydrogen-bonded
n-folded rings, P(n), for HDL-like molecules, at 1 bar (a), 400
bar (b) and 1000 bar (c). All P(n) have been normalized to
unity and therefore do not reflect the total number of rings of
a given size.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have explored the structural properties and the
HBN of equilibrated supercooled liquid water described
by the TIP4P/2005 interaction potential. We have in-
spected the behaviour of the SRO and of the IRO by
employing the score function, and we have characterized
local environments based on their LSI value.
We have inspected the composition, clustering and HBN
of LDL-like and of HDL-like environments and we have
shown that, in correspondence with the WL:
(i) the percentage of LDL-like molecules is in the narrow
window of ∼ 20− 30% at all the inspected pressures, in-
dicating that this window may represent a ”critical” con-
centration at which water shows anomalous behaviours;
(ii) a large, dominating HDL-like cluster undergoes frag-
mentation caused by the increasing number of LDL-
like clusters that percolate and connect each other, in
a spinodal-like decomposition scenario. We speculate
here that such kinetics could be modeled with a modified
Cahn-Hilliard equation116, describing a phase separation
occurring in correspondence with TWL. We are currently
making progresses in this direction;
(iii) the topology of the HBN within the LDL-like
molecules is characterized by an equal number of pen-
tagonal and hexagonal rings, creating a state of maximal
frustration;
(iv) the ratio maxint/minint shows, upon cooling, a rapid
change in slope, suggesting that the interstitial arrange-
ment in HDL-like environments plays a central role in
the emergence of water’s anomalies;
(v) the IRO -as measured by the score function- shows
a minimum in correspondence with TWL that decrease
upon increasing the pressure, reflecting the enhanced
density and entropy fluctuations upon approaching the
hypothesized LLCP.
Our results indicate that water’s anomalies are the com-
bined effect of a delicate balance between HDL-like and
LDL-like environments, how they cluster, how they form
networks and how they organize in space. We have
unbundled these effects, shedding light on the complex
physics of water’s anomalies. Beyond implications for
water, our results may help in understanding the anoma-
lous behaviour of other materials.
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